INTRODUCTION

The original Ax60 central unit displayed the current sensor location (1 – 4) on the bottom left hand corner of the display.
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Figure 1: Ax60 display with number

The upgraded Ax60+ introduced an improved display showing both the gas being monitored and the level of gas present. Sensor locations are indicated on the product label and the sensor currently being displayed is indicated by the ‘>’ symbol.

![Ax60+ indicating gas type and sensor location](image)

Figure 2: Ax60+ indicating gas type and sensor location

Figure 2 shows that sensor 1 is being displayed and is reporting a CO₂ measurement of 1150ppm.
Note. Figure 2 also shows a second sensor is fitted and is 'OK' and that sensor locations 3 and 4 are not in use. Pressing the 'Cycle' button displays the gas type and measured gas level in each of the sensor locations.

Although the newer sensor display method is generally regarded as being more informative, some customers have requested the possibility of resorting to the original sensor format. On units shipped since 11 October 2017 this has now been included as a menu option.

To select the original Ax60 sensor display, please follow the instructions below.

Sensor Display Option (Displayed as Snr Display Opt)

1. Press and hold Cancel + Cycle for at least 6 seconds. Then press Cycle five times to display Central Config.
2. Press Accept/Test, then press Cycle six times, press Accept/Test to display the Set as Ax60? screen.
3. Press Cycle to toggle Y or N, then press Accept/Test to confirm.

Top-level Menu
Central Config >

[ ] Central Menu
Snr Display Opt >

[ ] Set as Ax60?........... (on)
> Y N

Set as Ax60?
> Y N

[4] Press Cancel repeatedly to return to system status screen

This information is also available in the Ax60+ Service Manual (P0159-803-05 onwards)